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Ffxiv hotbar setup bard

08-29-2016 05:55 #1 Okay guys, I ran through PoTD to see if I would like to play Bard as you get all the skills as it has its own leveling system and I fell in love with it. The only problem is my skill layout (PC) looks like a hotmess - although it kind of works too - but I'm sure it would make bard light fires cry. I was just
wondering if I could see how someone else arranged their skills so I could have a nicer set up flow. Thank you very much. 09-11-2016 01:38 AM #2 I do not know if I can be much help as I use a controller and use the crossbar layout ... but I would suggest that you make macros to make life easier. Example is / macroicon
Heavy Shot / ac Empyreal Arrow / ac Misery's End &lt;t&gt;/ ac Sidewinder &lt;t&gt;/ ac Bloodletter &lt;t&gt;/ ac Heavy Shot &lt;t&gt;This way your higher harmful skills will activate when available. (Emp Arrow/Misery end would be the first to activate if available)... macros may not be very effective and many are really
against them.. but they help with the daily grind of dungeons and such. keep you from going insane with the amount of skills. ------------------------ When I used a keyboard.. I had it set up.. sorta like.. Key 1 Straight arrow key 2-3 DOTS (Venom/Windbyte) (you don't want these macros together, incase a dropps off and you
only need to update 1.. a macro would force you to throw both) Key 4 Was my main 'dps' macro. (the heavy arrow one) Key 5 should probably be Iron jaws or fire arrow. From there, you will want to put skills in order of how often you use them. Songs, even heals.. and buffs can go in the secondary hot bars as you don't use
them quite as often. If you have a mouse with buttons, I would suggest binding things like Blunt arrow (silence) on it so that you can very quickly react when needed, also Iron jaws worked well on the mouse. Last edited by mb52139; 09-11-2016 at 09-11-2016 01:46 #3 Here's my BRD UI Layout The only macro I use is for
Flaming Arrow/macroicon Flaming Arrow/ac Flaming Arrow &lt;t&gt;/ ac Flaming Arrow &lt;t&gt;/ ac Flaming Arrow &lt;t&gt;/ ac Flaming Arrow &lt;t&gt;/ ac Flaming Arrow &lt;t&gt;/ ac Flaming Arrow &lt;t&gt;/ ac Flaming Arrow &lt;t&gt;/ ac Flaming Arrow &lt;t&gt;ac Flaming &lt;t&gt;Arrow, Arrow, So I can put it directly below
my goal without having to Ground AOE Target Edited: I also remove Display Action Help, as I find it effects visibility, and I already know what all my skills do. Under Hotbar Settings: Hide unassigned slots Remove -&gt; Enable Hotbar Cycling Remove -&gt; Display Hotbar Numbers Remove -&gt; Enable Drag-and-Drop
Repositioning That cleans up nicely and prevents any miss-click problems. Last edited by Judge_Xero; at 11:20 PM. 09-11-2016 05:32 #4 I'm a controller, so the only piece of advice I can give is that bind your GCD undob to your symbol buttons and oGCD undob and sange to your D-Pad indgange. Brug also not other
macros end&lt;/t&gt; &lt;/t&gt; &lt;/t&gt; &lt;/t&gt; &lt;/t&gt; &lt;/t&gt; &lt;/t&gt; &lt;/t&gt; &lt;/t&gt; &lt;/t&gt; &lt;/t&gt; &lt;/t&gt; &lt;/t&gt; Arrow one like a BRD. It will hurt your DPS, which is what you do at your job. 09-11-2016 08:33 #5 It doesn't really hurt DPS enough to matter. Unless you want to min-max.. it is safe to use
macros. 09-11-2016 09:29 AM #6 There is only one good macro for Flaming Arrow: /micon Flaming Arrow /ac Flaming Arrow &lt;t&gt; 09-11-2016 09:51 AM #7 Originally Posted by mb52139 It doesn't really hurt DPS enough to matter. Unless you want to min-max.. it is safe to use macros. You really shouldn't use macros
at all... And I use a controller is not a very good excuse. I also use a controller; I feel that the Bard doesn't have that many buttons anyway, and I can seamlessly switch between crossbars. It's not hard, with enough practice... -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ホイホイ
Commissions ==&gt; It's clear the best Final Fantasy character is Locke Cole. Glamour is true endgame 09-11-2016 11:09 #8 With both the 8 central bars (left and right) I have 16th and I use all 8 of the extra cross bar... so 24 buttons and I use them all. It is with 5 skills sharing a macro. I'm not sure how you can get away
with it, but it seems you're not using all your skills. Sure I could use the other options to switch across bars over.. but where should we draw the line between an easily pleasant experience and annoyance for the sake of a few pitiful dps numbers. I've never been accused of having low dps, even being interpreted so my
macros don't hurt enough to justify not using them. Last edited by mb52139; 09-11-2016 at 09-11-2016 11:48 #9 macros with wait in them are no-goes (apart from craft things of course), but those who just put two button presses together, you still press the button twice, still wait gcd time between them. Typical
combinations work well with this, for example ninja has 3-button combo that can end with armor crush, aeolean edge or dance edge. these 3 skills are the only reason to ever use the gusts slash, so you macro that in front of these 3, still 2 button presses, just don't need the gust slash to have a separate button using
space. You can still monitor the gusts slash to make sure it procs on a separate bar and still re-apply spinning if required. There are very similar opportunities for other melees. Bard works more with a priority system as long as you keep them simple, macros should work reasonably OK. BLM, do not even think about it 09-
11-2016 01:48 #10 Originally Posted by mb52139 With both the 8 central bars (left and right) I have 16th and I use all 8 of the extra cross bar ... so 24 buttons and I use them all. It is with 5 skills sharing a macro. isn't sure how you can get away with it, but it seems you're not using all your skills. Sure I could use the other
options to switch across bars over.. but where do we draw the line between a slightly pleasant &lt;/t&gt; &lt;/t&gt; and annoyance for the sake of a few pitiful dps numbers. I've never been accused of having low dps, even being interpreted so my macros don't hurt enough to justify not using them. Well, I mean... what other
options? I switch cross bars with RB+ [button] combo. So for CB1, it's RB+ Y, and for CB2 it's RB+B... and for my rarely used CB3/PVP Skills that's RB+A. CB4 is for my extended crossbar, which I've set to the same for LT/RT holding. That's 24 Keys to CB1 and and an extra 16 for CB2. Don't forget quick contact by
pressing RB quickly instead of holding it down. So yes I use all my buttons.... the only thing I don't have at my bar right now is shadowbind because it's useless it's so situational and I don't need it, at all..... although I did I have room on CB2 for it, so if it gets really necessary I can put it there. Want a screenshot of them? --
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ホイホイ Commissions ==&gt; Clearly, the best Final Fantasy character is Locke Cole. Glamour is real endgame Деякі функції Word не відобразазться в Google Документаь. Якщо ви внесете змзни, налазтування зиз ункзй буде
скинуто.Докладніье Delivers an attack with a strength of 100.Additional Effect: VenomPotency: 30Duration: 30s Bloodletter Lv. 12 Ability Instant 15s - 25y 0y Delivers an attack with a strength of 150.Shares a reworked hours with Rain of Death. Quick Nock Lv. 18 Weaponskill Instant 2.5s - 12y 12y Delivers an attack with
a force of 150 to all enemies in a cone in front of you. Additional effect: 30% chance of reworked hours for Bloodletter and Rain of Death will be reset Mage's Ballad Job Quest Lv. 30 Spell Instant 80s - 25y 0y Deals unaspected damage with a potency of 100.Additional Effect: Grants Mage's Ballad to all party members
within 30 yalms, increase their injuries treated with 1%Duration: 30sAdditional Effect: 40% chance of giving repertoire when damage over time treated by Caustic Bite or StormbiteRepertoire Effect: Resets the reworked hours of bloodletter and Rain of DeathThis action does not share a reworked hours with other actions. In
addition, the reworked timer cannot be affected by other actions. Inspector's Paean Job Quest Lv. 35 Ability Instant 45s - 30y 0y Removes a select harmful effect from the self or target party member. If the target is not weakened, a barrier will be created to nullify the next harmful effect of the target. Duration: 30s Barrage
Lv. 38 Ability Instant 80s - 0y 0y Triples the number of strikes for a single-goal weaponskill. Additional effects added only once. Duration: 10sAdditional Effect: Grants Straight Shot ReadyDuration: 10s Army's Paeon Job Quest Lv. 40 Spell Instant 80s - 25y 0y Deals Undecided with a one of 100.Additional Effect: Grants
Army's Paeon to all party members within 30 yalms, increase their direct hit rate by 3%Duration: 30sAdditional Effect: 40% chance of giving repertoire when damage over time is treated by Caustic Bite or StormbiteRepertoire Effect: Reduces weaponskill cast time and reworked time, spells cast time and reworked time, and
auto-attack delay by 4% Can be stacked up to 4 times. This action does not share a reworked timer with other actions. In addition, the reworked timer cannot be affected by other actions. Battle Voice Job Quest Lv. 50 Ability Instant 180s - 0y 20y Increases direct hit rate of all nearby party members by 20%. Duration:
20sCan only be executed while singing Mage's Ballad, Army's Paeon, or Wanderer's Minuet. The Wanderer's Minuet Job Quest Lv. 52 Spell Instant 80s - 25y 0y Deals untried damages with a potency of 100.Additional Effect: Grant Wanderer's Minuet to all party members within 30 yalms, increase their critical hit rate by
2%Duration: 30sAdditional Effect: 40% chance of giving repertoire when damage over time treated by Caustic Bite or StormbiteRepertoire Effect: Allowing execution of Pitch PerfectCan stacked up to 3 times. This action does not share a reworked timer with other actions. In addition, the reworked timer cannot be affected
by other actions. Pitch Perfect Lv. 52 Ability Instant 3s - 25y 0y Delivers an attack with a strength of 100 when repertoire stack is 1, 250 when repertoire stack is 2, and 450 when Repertoire stack is 3.Can only be performed when Wanderer's Minuet is active. Iron Jaws Job Quest Lv. 56 Weaponskill Instant 2.5s - 25y 0y
Delivers an attack with a strength of 100.Additional Effect: If the target suffers from a caustic bite or Stormbite effect inflicted by you, the effect timer is resetAdditional Effect: 35% chance of becoming Straight Shot ReadyDuration: 10s Sidewinder Job Quest Lv. 60 Ability Instant 60s - 25y 0y Delivers an attack with a
strength of 100.Additional Effect : If the target suffers from a Caustic Bite or Stormbite effect applied by you, Sidewinder potency increases to 200 for one effect, or 350 for bothDele a reworked timer with Shadowbite. Troubadour Lv. 62 Ability Instant 120s - 0y 20y Reduces damage taken by independent and nearby party
members by 10%. Duration: 15sEffect cannot be stacked with the machinist's tactician or dancer's Shield Samba. Caustic Bite Lv. 64 Weaponskill Instant 2.5s - 25y 0y Delivers an attack with a strength of 150.Additional Effect: PoisonPotency: 40Duration: 30sAddition Effectal Effectal: 35% Chance of Being Straight Shot
ReadyDuration: 10s Stormbite Lv. 64 Weaponskill Instant 2.5s - 25y 0y Deals Wind Damage with a Potency of 100.Additional Effect: Wind Damage Over TimePoteni: 50Duration: 30sAdditional Effect: 35% Chance of Being Straight Shot ReadyDuration : 10s Nature's Minne Lv. 66 Ability Instant - 30y 0y 0y HP recovery via
healing actions for a party member or even by 20%. Duration: 15s Shadowbite Lv. 72 Ability Instant 60s - 25y 5y Delivers an attack with a force of 100 to target and all enemies near it. Further effect: If the target suffers from a Caustic Bite or Stormbite effect applied by you, Shadowbite potency increases to 160 for an
effect, or 220 for bothDele a reworked timer with Sidewinder. Burst Shot Lv. 76 Weaponskill Instant 2.5s - 25y 0y Delivers an attack with a strength of 250.Additional Effect: 35% chance of becoming Straight Shot ReadyDuration: 10s Apex Arrow Lv. 80 Weaponskill Instant 2.5s - 25y 25y Delivers an attack with a force of
120 to all enemies in a straight line in front of you. Soul Voice Gauge Cost: 20 Potency rises up to 600 as soul voice gauge exceeds the minimum price. Consumes soul voice gauge when performing. Role actions are common to classes and jobs with the same role. Action Name Acquired Type Cast Reworked MP Cost
Effect Leg Graze Lv. 6 Second Wind Lv. 8 Ability Instant 120s - 0y 0y Instantly restores own HP. Cure Potency: 500 Foot Graze Lv. 10 Ability Instant 30s - 25y 0y Binds goals. Duration: 10sCancels auto-attack when executed. Target unbound if damage is done. Peloton Lv. 20 Ability Instant 5s - 0y 20y Increases
movement speed even and nearby party members. Duration: 30sEffect ends when animosity is generated. Has no effect in combat. Head Graze Lv. 24 Ability Instant 30s - 25y 0y Interrupts the use of a goal action. Arm's Length Lv. 32 Ability Instant 120s - 0y 0y Creates a barrier lifting most knockback and draw-in effects.
Duration: 6sAdditional Effect: Slow +20% when the barrier is hitDuration: 15s Features Acquired Power Heavier Shot Lv. 2 Increased Action Damage Lv. 20 Increases base action damage by 10%. Increased action damage II Lv. Lv. 40 Increases base action damage by 20%. Bite Mastery Lv. 64 Upgrades Venomous Bite
and Windbite for Caustic Bite and Stormbite respectively. Improved Empyreal Arrow Lv. Lv. Lv. 68 Guarantees the trigger of the additional effects for current Mage's Ballad, Army's Paeon, and Wanderer's Minuet when the Empyreal Arrow hits a target. Improved Quick Nock Lv. 74 Adds to Quick Nock a 30% chance that
the reworked hours for Bloodletter and Rain of Death will be reset. Bite Mastery II Lv. 76 Adds to Stormbite, Caustic Bite, and Iron Jaws a 35% chance that you will be Straight Shot Ready.Duration: 10s Heavy Shot Mastery Lv. 76 Upgrades Heavy Shot to Burst Shot. Enhanced Army's Paeon Lv. Lv. 78 While taking the
effect of the Army Paeon with at least one stack of repertoire, singing Mage's Ballad or Wanderer's Minuet will give the Army's Muse, reducing weaponskill cast time and reworking time, spelling cast time and reworking time, and auto-attack delay. Duration: 10sTil softening the power of the Army's Paeon and accumulated
stacks of Repertoire to expire without singing Mage's Ballad The minuet will give the Army's Ethos. Duration: 30sWhile under the power of The Army Ethos, singing Mage's Ballad or Wanderer's Minuet will give the Army Muse. Both Army's Ethos and Army's Muse require stacks of Repertoire, the number of which will
determine the strength of the latter.1 Repertoire: 1%2 Repertoire: 2%3 Repertoire: 4%4 Repertoire: 12% Soul Voice Lv. 80 Increases soul voice gauge by 5 each time Repertoire is given. Song Gauge Mage's Ballad Army's Paeon The Wanderer's Minuet Soul Voice Gauge All descriptions are based on action attributes and
bonuses obtained at level 80.For more information on changes in actions, please refer to patch notes. Last update: - For more information about changes to actions, refer to patch notes. Action Name Type Cast Reworked MP Cost Effect Burst Shot Weaponskill Instant 2.4s - 25y 0y Delivers an attack with a force of
1,200.Additional Effect: Grants Repertoire if under the power of Wanderer's Minuet or Army's PaeonAdditional Effect: Increases Soul Voice Gauge by 10, if under the power of Wanderer's Minuet or Army's Paeon Quick Nock Weaponskill Instant 2.4s - 12y 12y Delivers an attack with a strength of 800 to all enemies in a
cone in front of you. Further effect: Increases the Soul Voice Gauge by 10 for each enemy hit, while taking the effect of the Wanderer's Minuet or Army's Paeon Apex Arrow Weaponskill Instant 2.4s - 25y 25y Delivers an attack with a force of 1,200 to all enemies in a straight line in front of you. Soul Voice Gauge Cost:
50Potency rises up to 2,400 as soul voice gauge exceeds the minimum price. Consumes soul voice gauge when performing. Empyreal Arrow Ability Instant 15s - 25y 0y Delivers an attack with a strength of 1,000.Additional Effect: Grants Repertoire if under the power of Wanderer's Minuet or Army's PaeonAdditional Effect:
Increases soul voice gauge by 10, if under the effect of Wanderer's Minuet or Army's PaeonMaximum Charges: 2 Pitch Perfect Ability Instant 1s - 25y 0y Delivers an attack whose strength increases based on your stacks of repertoire.Repertoire 1 Potency : 600Repertoire 2 Potency: 1,200Repertoire 3 Potency: 1,800Can
only be performed when the Wanderer's Minuet is active. Sidewinder Ability Instant 30s - 25y 0y Delivers an attack with a potency of 800.Potency rises up to 2,400 as the target HP falls. Shadowbite Ability Instant 30s - 25y 5y Delivers an attack with a strength of 600 to target and all enemies nearby. The strength
increases by up to 1,800 as the target's HP approaches maximum. Repulsive Shot Ability Instant 30s - 5y 0y Delivers an attack with a strength of 800.Additional Effect: 10-yalm backstepAdditional Effect: Grants Repertoire if under the power of Wanderer's Minuet or Army's PaeonAdditional Effect: Increases soul voice
gauge by 20 if under the power of Wanderer's Minuet or Army's PaeonCanna executed while bound. The Wanderer's Minuet Instant 45s - 25y 0y Deals unmatched damages with a potency of 600.Additional Effect: Grants wanderer's Minuet, increasing damage is dealt with by all party members within a radius of 30 yalms
with 5%Duration: 30sRepertoire Effect: Allows performance of Pitch Perfect, while under the effect of Wanderer's MinuetCan be stacked up to 3 times. Army's Paeon Ability Instant 45s - 25y 0y Deals unexp commissioned damages with a potency of 600.Additional Effect: Grants Army's Paeon, reduce weaponskill cast time
and rework time, as well as spell cast time and reworked time of all party members within a radius of 30 yalms with 5% Duration: 30sRepertoire Effect: Reduces weaponskill cast time and reworked time by 5%Can be stacked up to 4 times. Nature's Minne Ability Instant 30s - 30y 0y Reduces damage taken by self or target
party member by 10%, while increasing HP recovered by healing actions by 10%. Duration: 15s Although they vary depending on your role, additional actions are shared by multiple jobs. Action Name Type Cast Reworked MP Cost Effect Head Graze Ability Instant 30s - 25y 0y Silences target. Duration: 2s Bolt Ability
Instant 30s - 0y 0y Movement speed is increased. Duration: 10s Medical Kit Ability Instant 15s - 0y 0y Restores own HP. Cure Potency: 3,000Potency rises up to 6,000 as HP falls. Maximum fees: 3 These actions are only available under PvP and are unique for each role. Only two can be set at any given time, so be sure to
choose abilities that complement your combat strategy! Action Name Type Cast Reworked MP Cost Effect Leg Graze Ability Instant 30s - 25y 0y Plagues Target with Heavy 50%. Duration: 5s Foot Graze Ability Instant 30s - 25y 0y Binds goals. Duration: 3s Concentrate Ability Instant 15s - 0y 0y Increases the strength of
next weaponskill by 50%. Duration: 5s Recuperate Ability Instant 45s - 0y 0y Restores Own HP. Cure Potency: 3,000Adektitional Effect: Removes Heavy, Volume, and Holmgang effects Peloton Ability Instant 60s - 0y 20y Increases movement speed itself and nearby party members. Duration: 10s In PvP tasks, adrenaline
rush will replace the limit break action and, unlike limit break, can be used by individual players. Adrenalinrush gauge can be filled by fighting enemies and completing other targets, depending on PvP duty. Action Name Cast Recast MP Cost Effect Terminal Velocity 1.5s - - 30y 30y Delivers an attack with a force of 6,000 to
all enemies in a straight line in front of you. Extra effect: Reduces the target's HP recovered by healing actions by 25%Duration: 10s Injury treated is not affected by increased or decreased injury effects used by players. Can only be performed while adrenaline gauge is full. Song Gauge Army's Paeon The Wanderer's
Minuet Soul Voice Gauge For more information about changes in actions, refer to patch notes. Notes.
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